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Ancient civilisation  

As Historians we will: 
Learn about past civilisations to gain an 
overview of ancient History. We will focus on 
the Mayans and Ancient Egyptians and study 
each in detail. We will then compare the social, 
cultural, and technological differences between 
the two civilisations and consider the influence 
that these civilizations on the world today.   
 

  

 

 

As Artists we will: 

Take inspiration from ancient artefacts to 

design our own canopic jars. We will then use 

clay to bring our designs to life. We will use 

tools to carve and add shapes and patterns to 

our final designs. Our canopic jars will then be 

painted and varnished! 

 

 

As Scientists we will: 
 

Describe how living things are classified into broad groups 

according to common observable characteristics and based on 

similarities and differences, including micro-organisms, plants 

and animals. We will give reasons for classifying plants and 

animals based on specific characteristics. We will identify and 

name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and 

describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood. 

We will recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and 

lifestyle on the way their bodies function. Describe the ways 

in which nutrients and water are transported within animals, 

including humans. 

As Musicians we will: 
Compose a piece of Egyptian percussion. We will 

listen to a range of music associated with the 

Egyptian and Mayan eras and compare this to 

modern times.  

As Good Citizens we will: 
 
Consider how communities are organised. We will 
think about what makes a good or bad leader thinking 
about the attributes and characteristics each would 
display. We will then consider what kind of leader we 
would like to be and how we can develop these skills 
further.  

 

As Design Technologists we will: 

Learn about the different foods that were eaten 

by the Egyptians and Mayans. We will then use 

ingredients to plan a traditional meal fit for the 

time period. During this we will learn about the 

Importance of a healthy and balanced diet.   We 

will use prepare these meals safely and measure 

our ingredients accurately to follow recipes.  

 

Sparks: 

Egyptian Wepet-Renpet Festival  
Ancient Civilisation New Year Party  

 

 

As Information Technologists we 
will:  
Use Excel software to present and analyse data. 
Work independently when emailing/blogging to open, save, 
draft, add attachments and retrieve/save attachments  
Be able to use a variety of passwords and usernames to log 
onto devices and websites. 

As Sportspeople we will: 

Play competitive games (handball) and apply basic 

principles for attacking and defending – Handball, 

Rounders. We will also develop and refine our skills as 

dancers to choreograph and perform our own dance with a 

Mayan tribal theme.  

 

As Geographers we will: 
 
Use maps to locate the places were the 
Wonders of the World are (both ancient and 
new). We will then focus on the location of the 
Pyramid of Giza and the Chichen Itza. We will 
look at the physical and human features of 
these locations (North America and Africa) and 
make direct comparisons between the two. 
Children will also consider the human features 
of the locations of the Wonders of the World 
and the effect on tourism and economy.  
 

  

 
 


